Jerome A. Cohen and Yu-jie Chen assess Taiwan's proposals for laymen to deliberate in criminal cases after court decision but before trial — to try to make the process more transparent.

The greatest challenge in Taiwan's polarised society will arise in politically sensitive cases.

No better

Albert Cheng agrees with Regina Ip's criticism of the front runners for the chief executive post but doesn't think she's right for the job.

No votes to Hong Kong's tradition of orderly protest worth protecting

Stephen Vinyes wonders if the enumerators of our public order still that view

Andrew Sheng leads IBM's efforts to redefine a company's social role in the modern environment

Values that can help shape the business model in a changing world

Hong Kong's tradition of orderly protest worth protecting
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T he core of Hong Kong's political culture is respect for the rule of law. This is the basis for both its stability and its distinctive tradition of public order. But it is also the pilar the protest movement has attacked. Has the tradition of public order been undermined?

President Barack Obama and Prime Minister David Cameron are to meet at the recent US-UK summit to discuss a new global security strategy in the face of terror. The strategy is based on cooperation and the sharing of intelligence, in exchange for greater security. But it is also about what is possible.

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the International Business Machines (IBM) company. IBM has a problem: With the world entering the age of social innovation, the company needs to redefine its role. Its leadership needs to look beyond profit maximisation and consider society's welfare.